1. In a previous paper [10, hereafter cited DGHO] the author studied the osculating spaces of submanifolds of affine and projective spaces. This led to a theory of affine and projective singularities (e.g., inflection points, planar points) which were described by the falling-in-rank of certain vector-bundle homomorphisms. This theory he then developed in the complex-analytic case and obtained generalizations of the Pliicker formulas of algebraic geometry. In his thesis E. A. Feldman [5] developed the theory extensively for real differentiable manifolds and obtained transversality theorems and theorems on the nonexistence of singularity-free immersions. These theorems constitute nearly all that is known about real affine differential geometry in-the-large in higher dimensions.
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The main purpose of the present paper is to generalize the theory to submanifolds of affinely connected spaces, and following a suggestion of S. S. Chern, to submanifolds of projectively connected spaces. The main features of the affine case remain the same. To treat the projective case we shall show that every projective connexion has an underlying affine connexion and that the osculating spaces and inflection points defined with respect to this affine connexion depend only on the projective connexion. The geometry of spaces with projective connexion seems to be the natural setting for many of the main results of Feldman's thesis.
In reality the generalization to affinely connected spaces has already been carried out by Feldman. He has developed the theory for a space with affine connexion together with a further structure which he calls a sequence of dissections or "pth order symmetric linear connexions." Our essential contribution is to show that the affine connexion already determines the additional structure in a natural way. As an example of the theory we shall state and prove one of Feldman's theorems.
The main results of this paper are two theorems on connexions. Let M be a differentiable manifold and let Tp be the /?th order osculating bundle of M, i.e., the bundle of linear differential operators of order ip on functions on M. In DGHO the author established a natural exact sequence %P(M) :0^Tp_1->Tp^OpT1^0
where O denotes the symmetric tensor product. A pth order dissection in the sense of Feldman is essentially a splitting of this exact sequence. We shall show that a connexion in Tu i.e., an affine connexion on M, induces apth order dissection and a connexion in Tp, for each/?, and that these structures are characterized in a natural geometrical way.
In §3 we show that a connexion in an arbitrary vector bundle V on M, together with an affine connexion in M, induce connexions in the derived bundles APV and splittings of various exact sequences involving these derivatives. These considerations lead to a new interpretation of the curvature. In the Appendix we discuss some alternative definitions of these derivatives which have been pointed out by D. C. Spencer, N. H. Kuiper, and P. Libermann.
The author wishes to thank E. A. Feldman for numerous and fruitful conversations on these questions and for pointing out an error in an earlier version of this paper. He also wishes to thank H. Samelson for stimulating discussions of these problems.
2. For our purposes we need a new definition of the notion of a connexion in a vector bundle.
We shall use the conventions of notation and terminology of DGHO throughout, so that "manifold," "map," etc. may be interpreted either as "C°°-differentiable manifold," "C00 map," etc., or as "complex-analytic manifold," "complex-analytic map," etc. However, the main interest of our results is in the real case.
Let V -> M be a vector bundle over a manifold M, and let Tt denote the tangent bundle of M. In DGHO the author defined a new vector bundle over M, AXV, called "the first derivative of V," and established an exact sequence ®x(V) : 0-> V-^AxV^+Tx <g> V->0.
Definition. A splitting of ©i(F) will be called a connexion in V. A splitting of an exact sequence O-^-^'ii-^'C-^O gives rise to maps ■n-.B^-A and ñ-.C^-B satisfying the conditions irf=id. and gn = id., and conversely a map ir or ñ satisfying the respective condition determines a splitting. It will be convenient for our purposes to call it itself the splitting. We shall call ñ the map associated to it. Proposition 1. The definition of " connexion " above is equivalent to the standard definitions.
Proof. Let "f~ be the sheaf of germs of sections of V, 3~^ the sheaf of germs of tangent vector fields, 2> the sheaf of germs of differentiable (or holomorphic) functions, and ^ the sheaf of germs of constant functions. Recall that A1-f = -f"©^ri But to give such a collection of forms subject to this transformation law is just to give a connexion (in the standard sense) in the bundle V, according to Chern [3] . Conversely, given a collection of forms as above, we may define V by Vx(2/:S') = 2(^/0^+2 »lew.
It is easy to check that Vx is independent of the coordinate system for V and satisfies the properties 1-4 above. This completes the proof of Proposition 1. In this connection we seek a new expression for the curvature, which according to Chern [3] , is a collection of matrix-valued two-forms in local coordinates defined is algebraically associated to 7\, and therefore has a connexion induced from the given one. And a connexion in each of two bundles induces connexions in their direct sum and tensor product according to Chern [3] . Therefore ¿;p and the given connexions induce a connexion |p +1 in A" +1V. This completes the proof.
4. In studying the relations between the osculating bundles of higher order and the various derivatives of the tangent bundle of a manifold M the author A connexion in Tx is called symmetric if its torsion is zero. An arbitrary connexion in Tx gives rise to a symmetric connexion called symmetrization of the given connexion, as may be seen in two ways. First, if F% are the classical components of a connexion, the components of the symmetrization are ^(F^ + Yk¡). Alternatively, we observe that the right-hand column of VI splits naturally, so that a splitting of the middle row (i.e., a connexion in Tx) induces a splitting of the bottom row, by Lemma 2. But the induced splitting of the bottom row induces, in turn, a splitting of the middle row with obstruction (i.e., torsion) zero, again by Lemma 2. This last connexion is the symmetrization of the given connexion. If V is the covariant derivative for a connexion in Tx, the covariant derivative for the symmetrized connexion is
Also we see that the splittings of T2(M) are in one-one correspondence with the symmetric connexions in Tlt which is a principal result of several previous publications [1] , [4] , [6] . We shall say that a construction based on a connexion is independent of the torsion if it remains unchanged when the given connexion is replaced by its symmetrization. An example is the induced splitting of T2(M) discussed in the previous paragraph.
As we have already observed, a connexion in a bundle induces a connexion in any algebraically associated bundle. For the case of the tensor product the covariant derivative for the induced connexion takes the form VY(X1 <g> X2) = (VyXj) <g> X2 + X1 ® VYX2.
It follows that the covariant derivative for the induced connexion in the symmetric product takes the form VY(X1 O X2) = (VYX1) O X2 + X± O VYX2.
If fi is a connexion in T± we shall denote the induced connexion in Op Tx by %\. This induced connexion has a certain symmetry property. Let V, V be the covariant derivatives for <f? and £?', respectively, where ff is the connexion in Op T1 induced by the symmetrization of fx. Then Proof. Let o1=0. The uniqueness statements follow by an induction from (1) and (2).
To prove existence we proceed by recursion. The splittings Ox and ix are already defined. Assume we have already defined {p_x and op_x-We have (by DGHO, Proof. Since the fibre of Tp at x is spanned by 7p_i together with all operators of the form dpjdxil ■ ■ ■ 8xip (DGHO, Lemma, p. 178), the splittings op are uniquely characterized by the conditions of the theorem.
To prove the existence, we show that the splittings op in Theorem 6 satisfy the conditions of the present theorem. First we show independence of the torsion by induction on p. For p= 1, o1 = 0 and there is nothing to show. Assume that op_x and hence ó"p_! are independent of the torsion. Then in condition (2) of Theorem 6, we see that the first, second, and fourth terms on the right are clearly independent of the torsion, and the third term on the right is independent of the torsion by the symmetry property of the induced connexion in Op 7\ previously established. Hence op is independent of the torsion, as asserted.
Let C(t) be a geodesic in M. We claim that op(dpldtp) = 0 on C. Again, we prove this by induction on p. For p=\ there is nothing to prove. Assume that op-1(dp~1ldtp~1) = 0 on C. Then extend djdt to a local vector field on M and apply condition (2) of Theorem 6. The first and second terms on the right cancel one another, and the third is zero on C since djdt is by definition parallel along C and hence so is djdt O-• • O djdt. The fourth term is zero, since op_1(dp~1jdtp~1) = 0 on C. Hence op(dp¡dtp) = 0 on C, as asserted. Now let xu ..., xn be affine normal coordinates on M centered at x. The condition defining such coordinates is that the curves x1=a1t,..., xn=ant be geodesies, where the at are constants. For these curves dpldt" = 2ah---ahdpldxh---dxip. Related to our characterization of the splittings op is a property of the induced connexions £p of Theorem 6. Namely, if C(t) is a geodesic, then dv\dtv is parallel along C. To prove this we observe that condition (1) 5. We shall next define and study the osculating spaces to a submanifold of an affinely or projectively connected manifold.
Definition. Let f(t) be a curve in an affinely connected manifold M. Let Xx,..., xn be affine normal coordinates centered at/(?0). The osculating space of order/? to /at t0 is the linear span, in the tangent space to M at/(í0), of 2 x't o/3x¡, 1x"id\dx{,...,^x^d\dxi.
It is not hard to show that this definition is independent of the choice of affine normal coordinates and of the parametrization. Note that the osculating space of order one is just the tangent space, and that the condition for a curve to be a geodesic is that its osculating space of order /? coincide with its tangent space at each point.
Definition. Let/: /?-> M be a differentiable mapping of a differentiable manifold K into an affinely connected manifold M. The osculating space of order /? to /at t0 e K is the linear span of the osculating spaces of order /? to curves on K through t0.
These definitions agree with those given in DGHO for ordinary affine spaces. Definition. By an affine degeneracy of order /? of a map/: K -> M of a manifold K into a space with linear connexion M, we mean a point of K at which the rank of cop dpf is less than the minimum of the fibre dimensions of TP(K) and Tx(M).
Let us now give the projective generalization of these ideas. For the theory of projective connexions we refer to Kobayashi and Nagano [7] . Two symmetric affine connexions are said to be projectively related if they induce the same projective connexion. It is shown that two such connexions with components Yk¡, 'Yk¡, respectively, are projectively related if and only if there is a linear differential form with components (f>t such that Two symmetric affine connexions are projectively related if and only if they determine the same geodesies up to changes of parametrization. Proposition 9. Any projective connexion on a paracompact manifold M arises from a symmetric affine connexion.
Proof. Locally this is an easy consequence of statements in [7] . is commutative. Cross-sections of P2(M)/G1(n) -> M are in one-one correspondence with symmetric affine connexions, and cross-sections of P\M)¡H2(n) -*■ M are in one-one correspondence with projective connexions. If Y is a cross-section corresponding to an affine connexion, then >^Y corresponds to the induced projective connexion. Now i¡>: P2(M)¡G1(n) -> P2(M)¡H2(n) is a principal bundle, and it has a local cross-section 6. If P is a cross-section corresponding to a projective connexion, OP corresponds to an affine connexion inducing P.)
The proposition in its global form can now be proved easily using sheaf theory. Suppose M has a projective connexion P. Let {U, V,...} be an open cover of M by coordinate balls and choose a symmetric affine connexion aT § in each U which induces P in U. In each U n V, ffr{$ and VT § are projectively related. Hence there is a one-form <f>?v in Un V such that VV%-"Tf, = 8k<f,fv + hktfv. This defines a 1-cocycle on M with coefficients in if, the sheaf of germs of differentiable tensor fields of type (1, 2) of the form 8k(f>,■ + 8k<f>t. Now the sum of two such tensor fields is again such, and so is a scalar multiple. Hence S? is the sheaf of germs of sections of a vector bundle. By a well-known theorem of sheaf theory H1(M; £f) = 0. Hence 8k<j>¥v + 8k<j>fv is a coboundary, which implies that we can assign to each U a one-form tf such that 8k<f>J + 8ktf -(8k<f>y + 8k<j>Y) = 8ktfv + 8ktfv. The connexion with components uTfj-(8k<f>f + 8k<f>?) is projectively related to ^r^ and agrees with Proof. Since osculating spaces are spanned by osculating spaces to curves, it suffices to prove the proposition for curves. We shall make use of Theorem 8, and so we begin by studying the splittings op and dv induced by f and £' respectively (Theorem 7). Let ¿>p = op ■ ■ ■ o2 and cDp = c?p • ■ ■ o'z.
Let C be a path in the sense of either connexion and let /, 5 be affine parameters on C with respect to £, £', respectively. Then â>p(dr¡dtr) = oep(dT¡dsr) = 0 on C, by the proof of Theorem 7, for 1 < r tip. But dt' ~ dt" ds + ¿2 "r dsT for some functions ar, by the chain rule. Hence á,'p(dp¡dtp) = {dps¡dtp)(d¡ds) = (dps¡dtp)(dtlds)(d¡dt), which is a multiple of the tangent vector of C. Now let Xx,..., xn be affine normal coordinates in the sense of f and centered at x e M. As we saw in the proof of Theorem 7, dr¡dx¡1 ■ ■ ■ dxir can be written as a linear combination of operators dp\dt%, where Ca(ta) are geodesies (in the sense of f) through x. This is an algebraic result, and by considering a suitable subspace we find that these geodesies can be so chosen that their tangent vectors are linear combinations of d¡dxk, k e {ix, -..., ir}-It follows that o~>'p(dr¡dxll ■ ■ ■ ôx^) is a linear combination of djdxk, k s {ix,..., ir}.
Let/(0 be a curve on M through x. We shall prove the proposition by induction on /?. Since the tangent line is defined without respect to a connexion, there is nothing to prove for p= 1. Assume the proposition for p-1. Then let £¡r be the dimension of the osculating space of order /?-1 at x, and by making an affine change of coordinates if necessary, assume that this space is spanned by o/dxx, ■ • •, djdxq at x. It follows from the definition that in these new coordinates X^ ^-Xi ^-' ' ' ^-X^ ^-Uj for z>£7. Now dpldt" is the sum of 2 xSp) 8/dXi and terms of the form 0 < jB < p, 1 < r S p, and these last vanish unless ilt..., irúq. Hence wp(dpldtp) = 2 *ip) S/dXi (mod 8¡8xu ..., 8¡8xq) and hence 2 *SP> 8/dXi = wp(dpldtp) = wp(dpldtp) (mod 8¡8xu . ..,8¡8x"),
and by Theorem 8, the osculating spaces of order p agree at x. This completes the proof.
Let M be a manifold with projective connexion P and let/: K -*■ M be a differentiable map. Definition. By the osculating spaces of order p to / we mean the osculating spaces of order p to f with respect to some (and hence to any) symmetric affine connexion inducing P.
It is natural to ask under what circumstances affine and projective nondegenerate maps exist. Much progress on this problem has been made by E. A. Feldman [5] who has also given a number of examples of situations in which such maps do not exist. He has shown, in particular, that the real projective plane admits no immersion in R10 without affine degeneracies of order three. We generalize this as follows.
Recall that a spin manifold is a differentiable manifold with vanishing second Stiefel-Whitney class.
Theorem 11. Let S be a spin manifold of dimension 10 provided with a projective connexion. Then the real projective plane admits no immersion in S without projective degeneracies of order three.
Proof. Let/: P2 -> S be a differentiable map. Provide S with a symmetric affine connexion underlying the given projective connexion. If / were free from affine degeneracies of order 3, then w3d3fi. T3(P2) -*■ T±(S) would be injective on each fibre. Since T3(P2) has fibre dimension 9, this would imply the existence of a line bundle L such that T3(P2) © L^f'T^S), where / denotes the inverse image of bundles. Now T3(P2)^TX(P2) © O2 T¿P2) © O3 TX(P2). Recall that the StiefelWhitney class of P2 is 1+a + a2, where a is the generator of H\P2;Z2). Let w(L) =1 + 8. Then, by an elementary computation using the product formula for Stiefel-Whitney classes and Proposition 3.24 of DGHO, we find that w(T3(P2)) = \+a2 and hence w(T3(P2) © L) = 1 + S + a2. But w2(fT1(S))=f*(w2(T1(S))) = 0, since S is a spin manifold. Hence T3(P2) ©L is not isomorphic to f'T^S), which is a contradiction.
Q.E.D. A noteworthy feature of this theorem is that though the notion of nondegeneracy depends on a connexion in S, the theorem is true for any connexion and depends only on the topological structure of S.
We wish to mention, finally, that the theory of osculating spaces of submanifolds of affine spaces admits a generalization different from that studied above. We could define the osculating space of order /? to a curve in an affinely connected manifold to be the linear span of X, VXX, VXVXX,..., VX~1X, where A'is the tangent field of the curve. Extend to higher-dimensional submanifolds as before. It is not hard to show that these osculating spaces depend only on the projective connexion derived from the given affine connexion. These osculating spaces agree with those studied above in orders 1 and 2, and in order 3 if the affine connexion is symmetric. It appears that the two theories diverge, in general, in order 4 and higher if the curvature does not vanish. where the 5"s represent sections of V. The functoriality, the exactness of the sequence (£p(K), and the realization theorem follow quickly.
Though the complications of defining APV by generators and relations as in DGHO may now be avoided, the relations worked out there between various bundles, as well as the analytic expressions, are still useful, as the present paper demonstrates.
The new definition appears to diverge from that of DGHO in the case of coherent sheaves, though at present we know of no application of the greater generality.
For another definition, as well as further discussion, the reader is referred to Libermann [9] .
